DECLARATION OF PERFORMANCE

In accordance with Regulation (EU) No. 305/2011/EU

No. 1014/AB Nr. 201/2013_rev.2

Producer:
MANDÍK, a.s.
Dobříšská 550
267 24 Hostomice, Czech Republic

ID 26718405, VAT-ID CZ26718405

Declare under our sole responsibility that the product

Fire Damper Type FDMA in round and rectangular design
Fire Damper Type FDMA in round and rectangular design
Fire Damper Type FDMC in round design
Fire Damper Type FDMD in round and rectangular design
Fire Damper Type FDMS in round design
Fire Damper Type FDML in rectangular design (multiblade)
Fire Damper Type BSK-J in rectangular design (multiblade)
Smoke Damper SEDS in rectangular design
Smoke Damper SEDS-L in rectangular design
Smoke Damper SEDS-R in round design
Smoke Damper MSD in rectangular and round design
Smoke Damper SEDM in rectangular design
Smoke Damper BRK-J in rectangular design (multiblade)

Damper Type DM-S in round design
Damper Type DM-E in round and rectangular design

VAV Regulator Type RPM-V in round design
VAV Regulator Type RPMC-V in rectangular design

Control Damper RKKTM in round design
Control Damper RKKTM-DK in round design

To which this declaration relates are in conformity with the following standards and other normative documents:

EN/IEC 60730-1
EN/IEC 60730-2-14
EN/IEC 61000-6-2
EN/IEC 61000-6-3

following the provisions of Directive/Regulation:

2006/95/EC and 2004/108/EC, 305/2011/EU

Dampers are CE certified and marked in compliance with above mentioned Directives and Regulations.

In Hostomice, 03.09.2018